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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3089 - 3090

The War Bear Kingdom is huge and professional.

They have a god who has animal genes in his body, half-human, half-beast state.

Therefore, this god has a super sense of fierce beasts.

Especially after this spiritual recovery.

This became his talent.

When War Bear Nation invaded the forbidden area, he had to be present to sense how many
god-level beasts existed.

As soon as this situation appeared, the god immediately noticed it.

“It’s messed up! It’s messed up everywhere! I can feel thousands of beasts scurrying
around, and they seem to be stimulated by something!”

“This… God-level beasts are among them… This… one, two, three…”

The god himself was stunned.

After the induction, he was terrified at the end.

Can’t count.

“This… It’s very likely that all the god-level beasts in the entire rainforest are running around!
They seem to be stimulated in some way, even life-threatening, so they are running around…”

“what???”
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When the others heard it, their faces changed wildly.

“There are expected to be hundreds of god-level beasts here. All of them are running
around? What are they stimulated by? What are they threatened?”

People were very puzzled.

The god with the blood of beasts carefully perceived: “No, I feel their fear! They are all afraid,
even god-level beasts. They flee because of fear and life-threatening! Their Restless
because of fear…”

“What??? Fear?”

“What exactly exists here? Is it a treasure of heaven and earth? Or a more powerful beast?”

guess.

Everyone is guessing.

What the hell is going on here? ? ?

Analyzed for a while.

These leaders of the War Bear Kingdom think that there is a super beast in the Amazon
rainforest.

Stronger than everyone realizes…

After all, studies have shown that beasts absorb Reiki better than humans.

It is not impossible for a super terrifying existence to appear.

Because the gods of the War Bear Kingdom are so big.

It even came to a conclusion that after this spiritual qi recovery, there is no upper limit.

This means that there will be existences that even “gods” cannot define.
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Therefore, the people of War Bear Kingdom understand that there is an extremely powerful
existence in this rainforest.

“Be careful, all parties are careful! It’s better to evacuate on the spot!”

“If you are in danger, call for help as soon as possible, and everyone will help each other to
evacuate…”

Faced with this situation, the War Bear Kingdom has already formulated a plan to retreat.

now.

Many forces have already encountered beasts, even god-level beasts.

These ferocious beasts directly entered a violent and bloodthirsty state, and launched the
most violent attack on these people.

Countless casualties at one time.

If you are lucky enough to encounter one or two god-level beasts, you can still escape.

Unlucky, encountered a dozen or so god-level beasts at one time, and the entire army was
directly wiped out.

Even if there are no god-level vicious beasts, thousands of vicious beasts appear directly,
which can destroy the major forces…

Even with the guidance of the War Bear State, many teams still encountered beasts.

Fight!

Fights are everywhere!

But it also worked wonders.

Levi Garrison and the others did not encounter any obstacles along the way.
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These people may have met, but now they are entangled by fierce beasts.

And the fierce beasts took a detour when they smelled Levi Garrison’s breath…

In this way, Levi Garrison has no obstacles in front of him.

Occasionally, some fierce beasts did not stop the car, and when they encountered Levi
Garrison, they panicked and ran away.

It was so miserable.

The Brain of God looked at Levi Garrison suspiciously: “Mr. Ye, can you control these
beasts?”

Doctor Dark smiled: “No, they are afraid of Mr. Ye!”

God’s brain suddenly understood something, and looked at Levi Garrison in disbelief: “Could
it be that the rainforest has changed so much because…”

Halfway through, he was too shocked to speak.

Traveling through the entire rainforest, several people finally came to the location of this
holy spring.

“Boom…”

They just arrived.

A powerful breath swept across.

Almost overturned the Dark Doctor and the others.

It turned out that there were seven powerful beasts around this holy spring.

No!

Is the most powerful overlord in this rainforest!
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They forcibly occupied this holy spring to nourish themselves.

One of the pythons already has 70 to 80% of the strength of the one that Levi Garrison
encountered just after coming out of the Antarctic.

At first, Levi Garrison wondered why these beasts stayed where they were?

Can’t you feel his breath?

Soon he found that the breath was isolated.

The spirit of this place is too strong.

As expected of a small super spiritual vein, it actually isolates the breath.

Otherwise, how could these beasts be the overlords here.

If you smell Levi Garrison’s breath, you’ll have to go crazy! ! !

“This……”

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3090

The Dark Doctor and the Brain of God also saw so many beasts at one time.

Their scalps go numb with fear and their legs tremble.

This is much more powerful than ordinary god-level beasts.

Otherwise, there are so many god-level beasts in this rainforest, why do they dominate here?

The reason is that they are the strongest.
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This is what no one thought of.

Even if other people find it here, there is no way to get the holy spring.

As far as these seven beasts are concerned, Doctor Dark’s preliminary prediction is that at
least 40 or 50 gods will be required to fight, and there is not necessarily a complete victory.

They are the overlords of god-level beasts!

And nourished around the holy spring, making them stronger and stronger.

Even if others come, they can’t take it away.

And all die here.

“What should we do now?”

Panic!

God’s brain panicked.

Even the Dark Doctor panicked.

These overlord-level beasts are too terrifying.

Seeing them appear, they all opened their bloody mouths again, showing a powerful
momentum.

Doctor Dark followed Levi Garrison in and out of many forbidden places, and he had never
seen such a terrifying one.

I feel like my soul has been ripped out.

If he encounters a god-level powerhouse, Doctor Dark feels that he can try his best to fight.

But when he encountered these, he didn’t even have the courage to do it…
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Especially when he wondered, why didn’t they flee before?

Even seeing Levi Garrison now, he still doesn’t run away…

That’s what scares him.

“roll!”

Levi Garrison glanced at them and said coldly.

“boom……”

A majestic breath permeated.

In an instant, these hegemonic beasts were under pressure from the sky.

They were terrified.

“Boom…”

One by one, they seemed to encounter the natural enemy nemesis, and they all ran away in
an instant!

Ok?

Both of the dark doctors are stunned…

Does this drive away?

Levi Garrison immediately came to the front of the holy spring, and he began to inspect the
holy spring.

This holy spring is actually not small, at least it can accommodate one person.

The spiritual energy below is still impacting the holy spring. Although this small spiritual
vein is broken, it has not been completely absorbed by the holy spring.
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Expect it to take a while!

This also means that this holy spring can be stronger!

“It’s amazing! It’s just a mouthful of medicinal spring! All the treasures we have found before
have none of this medicinal spring’s potent water!”

Levi Garrison screamed in shock.

Doctor Dark even took a sip of spring water, and when he fought against Hydra, the side
effects left by using special methods to stimulate the body to improve its strength were
directly eliminated.

The whole person is undergoing incredible changes to…

“my God……”

The brain of God just took a sip, and the whole body of the human body has undergone a
heaven-defying change.

In addition to his super-brain, he is actually an ordinary person.

No strength at all.
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